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Motivation for the Workshop
• Recommended at June 1999 community workshop:

– What spectral instrumentation after 2003?
– Discussions of flight instrument needs highlighted the

reliance on enabling research
• Flight every ~2 years. Interlinking nature requires:

– Prediction of information an instrument will provide
– Rapid, high confidence interpretations

• June 2002 workshop:

   What terrestrial theoretical, laboratory, and field
spectral studies are most needed to best support
timely interpretations of current and planned
visible/infrared spectrometer data sets, in light of
the NASA Mars Program goals?
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Workshop Focus
What studies are most needed in light of the Mars

Program goals?

• Began with presentations of Mars program goals
and plans

• The following questions arose:
– When is the method quantitative?
– When an “expected” mineral is not
   detected, what does that mean?
– What are the uncertainties in interpretations?
– What do we need to improve interpretations?
– What is the role for a spectral instrument after 2007?
      Orbited or lander?
– What do we need to answer these questions?
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Data Sets of Mars Discussed

• Telescopic observations

• 1989 Phobos 2 ISM

• 1996 Global Surveyor TES

• 2001 Mars Odyssey THEMIS

• 2003 MER Mini-TES

• 2003 MER Pancam

• 2003 Mars Express OMEGA

• 2003 Mars Express PFS

• 2005 MRO CRISM
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Discussion:  Spectral Theory

• Remotely measured spectra are interpreted by
direct comparison to laboratory spectra
– Identification requires a spectrum of the material
– For particles much larger or much smaller than the

wavelength, models can predict the spectral
signature for mixtures and other particle sizes

• When particle size is ~wavelength, we do not yet
have a good theory to model the spectral
behavior
– Gap is important range for regolith particles

• This is why extensive public spectral libraries are
so important
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Findings:  Public Spectral Libraries

• Many data sets not migrating to public domain

• Current public libraries have specific focus, e.g.
– igneous minerals
– terrestrial weathering products
– large particles

• Primary gaps:
– other weathering products, coatings, surface

textures, particle size ranges, mixtures
– simulated Martian environmental conditions
– optical constants for modeling
– motivating and facilitating a transfer of private

libraries into the public domain
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Recommendations:  Public Libraries

• Strong public spectral libraries are critical to
interpret current and future data sets accurately

• Clarify which AO is responsible for developing
strong public libraries, including:
– Measuring new data
– Transferring new/existing data into public domain

• Facilitate distribution through the PDS

• Further community input needed:
– What motivates a researcher to transfer data into

the public domain?  What data exist already?
– Details of what to include, how to distribute
– Is some community coordination required?
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Recommendation:  Release of Flight Data

• When the first public release of flight data occurs
after the relevant R&A deadline, it can delay
funding non-team member research ~2 years
from initial data return.
– Will occur for Odyssey research
– Significant weakness given the rapid mission rate

• R&A management should coordinate with flight
teams and the NASA Planetary Data System to
officially release demonstration flight data timed
to prevent this additional delay
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Discussion:  Field Testing

• Rover and satellite measurements:
– Are sensitive to very different effects
– These differ from those present in the laboratory

• Field testing is necessary to:
– Develop and validate mission protocols and

interpretation methods
– Expedite community contributions
– Improve ties with theory
– Address uncertainties in current/future data sets
– Provide foundation to plan and manage future

flight instruments
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Field Data Needed for Rovers

• Primary gaps
– High fidelity data to flight instruments:

• Rover mounted orientation (oblique angle)
• Spectral and spatial resolution, spectral range

– Experience with near-realtime interpretations
using high fidelity data

• Applies to
– 2003 MER Mini-TES
– 2003 MER Pancam
– Future landers
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Airborne / Satellite Field Data Needed
• Good availability of visible–2.5 µm data

– Applies to 2003 OMEGA, 2003 PFS, 2005 CRISM

• Almost no 2.5–5 µm spectrometer data available
– Applies to 2003 OMEGA, 2003 PFS, 2005 CRISM
– This range has both reflected and emitted radiance
– Few studies, so unclear how important this gap is

• Almost no thermal-infrared spectrometer
(hyperspectral) data available
– Applies to 1996 TES, 2003 PFS

• Good availability of thermal-infrared
    radiometer (multispectral) data

– Applies to 2001 THEMIS
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Recommendations:  Field Testing
• Field testing is required to address outstanding

questions, including “what next?”
• Coordinated "end-to-end" field testing should

proceed in light of our best understanding of
martian mineralogy and environment, using:
– Data sets of analog sites measured with

geometric and spectral fidelity as close as
possible to flight instruments

– Interpretations as applied to data of Mars
– Reporting at a community workshop, including a

"blind test"
– Validation through ground truth

• Implementation will require some coordination
• Increase ties to terrestrial remote sensors
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Follow-up Actions:  Spectral Libraries

• Coordinate necessary community input
– Data contributed and used by the community, so

requires input
– Determine:

• Distribution details (formats,
   ancillary information, routing,
   acknowledgement,...)
• How to motivate transfer of private data into the

public domain?

• Management guidance and action
– Programmatic direction (e.g. which program?)
– Funding should cover transfer of both new and

existing data to the public domain
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Follow-up Actions:  Field Studies
• Select field sites, data:

1. Build foundation for community recommendations
Query community: What data exist, desired sites and data
Iterate (e.g. email, web site, Fall AGU)

2. Community Workshop, March 2003
Open to all, as for past two discipline workshops
Science organizing group:  Ann Sprague, Diana Blaney,

Tom Farr, Jack Mustard, Jack Salisbury

• Discuss funding with management
– Current or new program?

• Increase ties to non-planetary communities
– Coordinate joint measurements
– What would motivate transfer of their data sets into

the public domain?
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Summary
• Public spectral libraries:

– Gaps limit interpretations, increase uncertainties
– Need to transfer data into the public domain

• Field studies needed to:
– Test and develop protocols, interpretation methods
– Aid timely interpretations
– Constrain uncertainties, e.g.

  Uniqueness of identifications
  When is the method quantitative?
  If a mineral is not detected, what does that mean?

• Need to fill these gaps to:
– Interpret current and planned flight data sets
– Predict information future data sets will provide

   Then we can address, “what next?”


